
To: Santa Cruz County Regional Transportation Commission  May 31, 2018 

 

I am writing to comment on the viability of a local rail line to transport produce from 
Santa Cruz County to major United States market locations.   My name is Tom Shepherd and I 
work at Driscoll’s as Vice President of Logistics.  My responsibilities include oversight of the 
execution of all fruit distribution and transportation activities within the Driscoll’s of the 
Americas (DOTA) network.    My career resume has included a blend of logistics experiences.  
I’ve previously worked for a major rail carrier and have been involved in logistics within the local 
produce industry for over 30 years.  Also included is direct experience in rail service design and 
involvement in organizing the shipments of thousands of produce loads by rail during this 
period.  

Strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries represent the top three valued produce 
crops in Santa Cruz County.  Speed to market and ease of use are two of the top considerations 
when investigating rail as a feasible option for most produce commodities grown in this area 
grown – especially berries.  

Driscoll’s does ship berries by rail but this volume currently represents a very small 
percentage when compared to the truck loads that our company seasonally ships from 
California.  There are only a few rail corridors that provide the type of service required for most 
highly perishable fruit and vegetables originating in this area.    Produce shipped by rail from 
Santa Cruz, San Benito, and Monterey counties is predominantly trucked in trailers to rail 
facilities in Stockton or Los Angeles to be loaded onto expedited intermodal trains to Chicago.  In 
2017, Driscoll’s arranged 47 berry shipments for transport by rail.   All but one was shipped from 
Southern California.   

Individual site rail spurs and the use of refrigerated box cars is not an option for 
Driscoll’s, for most area produce shippers, or for our customers.  Prohibitive factors include 
service constraints, speed to market, equipment types, size, and access.  

There have been studies to develop local intermodal service for produce shipments in 
the past.  However, several challenges remain unsolved.  Four of these that are relevant to this 
discussion are: 

1) The Union Pacific main line that runs through both Salinas and Pajaro is not a primary 
rail corridor.  Shippers save multiple days by trucking produce to the larger rail hubs 
located in Stockton and Los Angeles. 

2) Sufficient volumes of rail shipments would need to be developed to establish dedicated 
expedited trains serving our local counties to reduce transit time.  There is no expedited 
train service now in our Central Coast corridor outside of passenger service provided by 
Amtrak. 

3) Produce is picked, cooled, and shipped throughout the day in our region.  Managing this 
process around the timing of a single train, even if daily, would be insufficient to 
compete with the flexibility currently inherent with trucking options.  



4) The seasonality and variability of produce supplies in our three counties would make a 
year round intermodal option difficult to sustain.  This includes the challenges of 
establishing an ongoing economic balance of inbound and outbound freight into the 
area. 
     

In conclusion, it is my opinion that the establishment of a rail option for the highly 
perishable produce commodities grown in Santa Cruz County does not provide the regional and 
broader network answers that would result in creating a viable shipping alternative for local 
companies.   Please contact me if I can provide any additional information in support of your 
efforts.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Tom Shepherd 
Vice President of Distribution and Logistics  
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